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Wang An-shih ( 3 % ~  1021-1 0861, was one of those formidable scholar-statesmen in 
the Sung Dynasty who not only made their marks in history but also left behind great 
bodies of literary works. Posten'ty remembers Wang An-shih for the drastic political and 
economic reforms which he instituted while being known as the "Stubborn Prime Minis- 
ter" under Emperor Shen Tsung. His policies were controversial among the people and 
pitted him against such worthy adversaries as Su Tung-P'o and Ssu-ma Kuang. From a 
total of some 1,300 poems in Wang An-shih's collected works, Lin-ch'uan hsien-sheng 
wen-chi ( Ell 18+2% ), Professor Liu has selected and translated the following for our 
readers. 

NEW FLOWERS 

Old age has few joys or comforts, 
Let alone lying sick in bed. 
Drawing water to put new flowers in, 
I hope to console myself with the floating fragrance. 
The floating fragrance lasts only a moment, 
And I too - how can I endure long? 
The new flowers and the old I 
Are all over, and both may be forgotten. 
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TWO IMPROMPTU POEMS 

The cloud rises from the Chung Mountain, 
And yet returns to the Chung Mountain. 
May I ask people in the mountain: 
Where, now, is that cloud? 

The cloud comes from unconsciousness, 
And still returns to unconsciousness. 
Unconsciousness is nowhere to be found: 
Don't seek where unconsciousness is. 

DYEING CLOUDS 

Dyeing clouds to make willow leaves, 
Cutting water to form pear blossoms: 
If it weren't for the spring wind's skills, 
How could we have the glory of the year? 
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SOUTHERN SHORES 

Along the southern shore I followed the flowers; 
Turning back my boat, I've lost my way. 
Hidden fragrance is nowhere to be found; 
The sun sets west of the painted bridge. 

AMIDST THE BAMBOOS 

Amidst the bamboos I built a thatched hut against the rocks. 
Where the bamboo stalks are s h s e  I see the village in front. 
Lying at ease all day - no one comes here--- 
I have the spring wind to sweep the ground before the door. 




